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On  behalf  of  the  Council  of  Young  Fil ipinx  Americans  in  Medicine  (CYFAM ) ,  a  committee  of  the

Association  of  Phil ippine  Physicians  in  America  (APPA ) ,  we  welcome  you  to  our  inaugural

conference  in  October  2020  during  Fil ipinx  American  History  Month !  In  the  last  several  months ,

we  have  grown  from  a  collection  of  pre-medical  students ,  medical  students ,  graduate  students ,

and  physicians  to  a  coalit ion  representing  diverse  medical  programs  across  the  country  -  from  

 Hawaii  to  New  England ,  from  Washington  State  to  Florida .

During  this  historic  COVID-19  pandemic ,  we  were  able  to  create  this  two-day  virtual  conference

through  the  generous  support  of  the  UCSF  PRIME-US  Program ,  Princeton  Review ,  as  well  as  the

support  of  the  APPA ,  Fil ipino  Young  Leaders  Program  (FYLPRO ) ,  Mabuhay  Credit  Union ,  PhilDev ,

and  the  support  of  the  Phil ippine  Consulates  in  Los  Angeles  and  New  York .

Our  conference ’s  message  is  “ Isang  Bagsak :  United  in  Health ” .  Isang  Bagsak  ( “one  fal l ”  or  “one

down ”  in  Fil ipino )  signif ies  that  we  r ise  and  fal l  together .  It  is  associated  with  the  Unity  Clap ,

which  originated  during  the  United  Farm  Workers  Movement  in  the  1960s  among  Fil ipinx  and

Latinx  American  laborers  overcoming  language  barriers  by  organizing  around  common  struggles

and  experiences .  The  Unity  Clap  begins  with  a  slow ,  rhythmic  applause  that  mimics  a  heartbeat ,

increases  in  speed ,  and  culminates  with  an  individual  or  group  shouting ,   “ Isang  Bagsak . "  The

community  responds  with  a  single  clap  or  stomp  in  union .

During  this  conference ,  we ,  the  members  of  CYFAM ,  will  share  our  experiences  and  challenges

as  physicians  and  trainees  of  color  across  the  educational  pipeline .  We  hope  to  unify  our  

 dispersed  kababayan  ( " fel low  countryfolk "  in  Fil ipino )  in  medicine  through  a  call  to  action .  This

conference  is  a  safe  space  and  celebration  of  our  unique  Fil ipinx  stories ,  wisdom ,  and  dreams

for  a  healthier  Fil ipinx  American  community .   In  addition  to  providing  inspiration ,  knowledge ,

and  medical  resources  to  our  community ,  we  most  importantly  represent  robust  evidence  that

our  Fil ipinx  culture  is  the  foundation  for  physician  leadership  for  generations  to  come .

In  Solidarity ,

CYFAM  Co-Founders  and  Conference  Coordinator

Welcome!
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CO-FOUNDER

ANTONIO  MOYA

MD ,  MPH

UCSF  PRIME -US  C /0  2014

CONFERENCE COORDINATOR

ROBERT  BUCAYU

MPH ,  MS4

UCI  PRIME -LC  C /O  2021

CO-FOUNDER

ANGELICO  RAZON

MD ,  MPH ,  MSHP

UCLA  PRIME -LA  C /0  2014
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Mission Statement
The  mission  of  the  Council  of  Young  Fil ipinx  Americans  in  Medicine

(CYFAM )  is  to  promote  the  leadership  development  of  young  Fil ipinx

American  physicians  and  trainees ,  reinforce  the  educational

pipeline ,  and  address  structural  inequities  in  health  through  Fil ipinx

American  advocacy ,  scholarship ,  and  community  partnership .

Values Statement
We  exemplify  KAPWA ,  pride  in  our  people .  Kapwa  radiates  a  psyche

and  philosophy  of  noblest  intention  of  being  human ,  of  becoming

one  with  the  other .  We  embody  BAYANIHAN ,  the  mutual  uplift ing

of  each  other .  We  foster  PAKIKISAMA ,   the  emphasis  on  emphasis

on  harmony  without  sacrif icing  autonomy  and  individuality .

Vision Statement
CYFAM ’s  vision  is  to  embolden  leaders  to  amplify  the  voice  of  our

members ,  patients ,  and  community .  We  will  unify  the  diverse  l ived

experiences  of  the  young  Fil ipinx  American  physician  community .

We  will  equip  and  empower  every  Fil ipinx  American  medical

student ,  trainee ,  and  physician  to  be  an  effective  change  agent  in

tackling  our  community 's  most  pressing  health  priorit ies

what is cyfam?
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Isang Bagsak: United in Health
“Isang Bagsak”  translates  to  “one  fal l ”  or  “one  down ”  in  Tagalog

and  means  to  r ise  and  fal l  together .  It  is  associated  with  the  Unity

Clap  which  originated  from  the  United  Farm  Workers  Movement  in

the  1960s  to  address  the  language  barriers  between  Fil ipinx  and

Mexican  laborers  trying  to  co-organize  and  to  show  their  unity  and

solidarity  with  each  other ’s  struggles  and  experiences .  This  r itual

begins  with  a  slow  clap  to  mimic  a  heartbeat ,  increases  in  speed ,

and  then  culminates  with  an  individual  or  a  group  yell ing  “ Isang

Bagsak ”  and  the  community  responding  with  a  single  clap  or  stomp .

The  Council  of  Young  Fil ipinx  Americans  in  Medicine  (CYFAM )

conference  will  unite  Fil ipinx  American  physicians  and  trainees  for

the  f irst  t ime  nationally  to  foster  mentorship ,  support  research ,  and

promote  networking .  Together ,  we  str ive  to  unify the  diverse  l ived

experiences  of  Fil ipinx  American  physicians  and  trainees ,  amplify

our  voices ,  and  address  our  community ’s  most  pressing  health

issues .

Our vision
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Discuss  historical  and  current  challenges  of  the  Fil ipinx  American

community  surrounding  health  equity  and  disparit ies .

Discuss  Fil ipinx  American  history  and  identify  their  roles  in

medicine  and  the  broader  community .

Advocate  for  members  of  the  larger  person  of  color  (POC )

community  through  allyship .

Present  their  research  projects  that  range  over  a  variety  of  subjects ,

some  of  which  advance  the  understanding  of  the  unique

challenges  of  the  Fil ipinx  American  community .

Recognize  and  compare  various  paths  to  pursue  within  medicine .

Realize  the  extent  of  the  Fil ipinx  medical  community  that  can  be

contacted  for  mentors

Identify  potential  mentorship  opportunities  through  networking

and  recognition  of  characterist ics  of  a  good  mentor .

Employ  strategies  that  foster  the  mentor-mentee  relationship .

Conference Learning Objectives
Through  the  annual  CYFAM  conference ,  we  hope  to  bring  together

and  inspire  both  Fil ipinx  American  physicians  and  trainees  around  the

country  to  make  lasting ,  fruitful  relationships  with  each  other  and

advance  change  in  every  sector  of  the  healthcare  f ield  with  our

collective  strength .

Our  learning  objectives  for  CYFAM ’s  2020  f irst  annual  conference

address  three  overarching  purposes :  education ,  research ,  and

mentorship .  Participants  will  be  able  to  do  the  following :

Education

Research

Mentorship

Learning Objectives
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KALUSUGAN
“Kalusugan”  explores  the  current  state  of  health  in  the  Fil ipinx  American

community .  Among  other  Asian  subgroups ,  Fil ipinx  Americans  face  higher

mortal ity  rates  due  to  cardiovascular  disease  or  stroke .  We  hope  to  encourage

future  and  current  healthcare  professionals  to  recognize ,  inform ,  and  address

the  health  disparit ies  that  the  Fil ipinx  American  community  faces .  Workshops

wil l  dive  into  the  great  efforts  that  community  leaders  have  made  in  tackling

these  disparit ies  f irst  hand .

PAGDIRIWANG
“Pagdiriwang”  pays  tr ibute  to  the  historical  contributions  that  Fil ipinx-

American  physicians  and  individuals  have  made  to  enact  social  change .  Far  too

often ,  narratives  surrounding  communities  of  color  focus  on  the  hardships  and

marginalization  that  they  have  historically  endured .  However ,  i t  is  important  to

celebrate  the  accomplishments  that  Fil ipinx-American  physicians  have  made  as

well .  This  workshop  block  hopes  to  encourage  the  future  generation  of  Fil ipinx-

American  physicians  to  reflect  on  the  past  and  f ind  inspiration  as  they  pave  the

paths  of  their  own  journey  in  medicine .

PAROROONAN
“Paroroonan”  hopes  to  shed  l ight  on  the  diverse  pathways  both  to  and  within

the  medical  profession .  In  recognition  of  the  various  perspectives  on  how  to

uplift  our  communities ,  we  want  to  insti l l  in  future  and  current  healthcare

professionals  the  courage  to  think  differently  and  break  the  mold .    Our

workshops  tackle  the  questions  pertaining  to  topics  such  as  career  outcomes ,

non-traditional  routes ,  and  entrepreneurship .

KAPWA
“Kapwa”  recognizes  a  shared  identity  of  the  self .    Acknowledging  that  we  are  all

connected  through  our  humanity ,  the  “kapwa ”  in  us  is  manifested  through

collective  action ,  seeking  to  promote  social  welfare ,  reject  injustice ,  and  make

the  world  a  better  place .  As  agents  for  social  change ,  the  Fil ipinx-American

medical  community  has  been  advocates  and  activists  within  their  own

institutions .  In  this  workshop  block ,  we  learn  about  present  acts  of  kapwa  and

allyship  from  our  larger  CYFAM  community ,  helping  to  center  us  on  our  shared

identity  with  both  fel low  Fil ipinxs  and  other  communities .

Workshop themes
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conference itinerary

FRIDAY ,  OCTOBER  9

PT :  05 :30PM - 06 :30PM

CT :  07 :30PM - 08 :30PM

ET :  08 :30PM - 09 :30PM

SATURDAY ,  OCTOBER  10

PT :  09 :00AM - 09 :20AM

CT :  11 :00AM - 11 :20AM

ET :  12 :00PM - 12 :20PM

PT :  09 :30AM - 10 :15AM

CT :  11 :30AM - 12 ;15PM

ET :  12 :30PM - 01 :15PM

DR .  ROMMEL RIVERA ,  DR .  RYAN HUERTO ,  DR .  JENNIFER FAGEL &

LAURA "LO" CANTU

HOPIN: SESSIONS

WORKSHOP  BLOCK :  PAGDIRIWANG
PT :  10 :25AM - 11 :15AM

CT :  12 :25PM - 01 :15PM

ET :  01 :25PM - 02 :15PM

DR .  MELISSA PALMA ,  BERNADETTE LIM & DR .  NICHOLE ROXAS

HOPIN: SESSIONS

WORKSHOP  BLOCK :  KAPWA PT :  11 :25AM - 12 :15PM

CT :  01 :25PM - 02 :15PM

ET :  02 :25PM - 03 :15PM

PERFORMANCE AND WORKSHOP BY KAYAMANAN NG LAHI

HOPIN: SESSIONS

KAYAMANAN  NG  LAHI  CULTURAL  PERFORMANCE PT :  12 :25PM - 01 :10PM

CT :  02 :25PM - 03 :10PM

ET :  03 :25PM - 04 :10PM

PT :  01 :20PM - 02 :05PM

CT :  03 :20PM - 04 :05PM

ET :  04 :20PM - 05 :05PM

MARYCON CHIN JIRO ,  CYFAM MENTORSHIP COMMITTEE & CYFAM

PAMILYA HEADS

HOPIN: SESSIONS

WORKSHOP  BLOCK :  MENTORSHIP
PT :  02 :15PM - 03 :05PM

CT :  04 :15PM - 05 :05PM

ET :  05 :15PM - 06 :05PM

PT :  03 :15PM - 03 :30PM

CT :  05 :15PM - 05 :30PM

ET :  06 :15PM - 06 :30PM

DR .  IMELDA DACONES

HOPIN: STAGE

KEYNOTE  SPEAKER

ROBERT BUCAYU ,  DR .  ANTONIO MOYA & DR .  ANGELICO RAZON

HOPIN: STAGE

INTRODUCTION  AND  WELCOME

VARIOUS

ZOOM

PRE -MED  PRE -CONFERENCE  SOCIAL

VARIOUS

HOPIN: SESSIONS

BAGONG  LANDAS  SESSION  1 :  PAVING  NEW  PATHS  IN

BASIC  SCIENCE  &  CLINICAL  MEDICINE

ROBERT BUCAYU ,  DR .  ANTONIO MOYA & DR .  ANGELICO RAZON

HOPIN: STAGE

CLOSING  OF  DAY  1

PT :  04 :30PM - 05 :30PM

CT :  06 :30PM - 07 :30PM

ET :  07 :30PM - 08 :30PM
THE PRINCETON REVIEW

ZOOM

MEDICAL  SCHOOL  T IMELINE
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conference itinerary

SATURDAY ,  OCTOBER  10

PT :  05 :30PM - 06 :30PM

CT :  07 :30PM - 08 :30PM

ET :  08 :30PM - 09 :30PM

DAY  2  -  OCTOBER  1 1 ,  2020

PT :  09 :00AM - 09 :10AM

CT :  11 :00AM - 11 :10AM

ET :  12 :00PM - 12 :10PM

PT :  09 :20AM - 10 :05AM

CT :  11 :20AM - 12 :05PM

ET :  12 :20PM - 01 :05PM

PT :  10 :15AM - 11 :05AM

CT :  12 :15PM - 01 :05PM

ET :  01 :15PM - 02 :05PM

PT :  11 :15AM - 12 :05PM

CT :  01 :15PM - 02 :05PM

ET :  02 :15PM - 03 :05PM

PT :  12 :15PM - 01 :00PM

CT :  02 :15PM - 03 :00PM

ET :  03 :15PM - 04 :00PM

PT :  01 :10PM - 02 :00PM

CT :  03 :10PM - 04 :00PM

ET :  04 :10PM - 05 :00PM

PT :  02 :10PM - 02 :55PM

CT :  04 :10PM - 04 :55PM

ET :  05 :10PM - 05 :55PM

PT :  03 :05PM - 03 :20PM

CT :  05 :05PM - 05 :20PM

ET :  6 :05PM - 06 :20PM

CYFAM SOCIAL COMMITTEE

ZOOM

ZOOM  HAPPY  HOUR  SOCIAL

DR .  MELISSA PALMA AND DR .  JASMIN REYES-MONCADA

HOPIN: STAGE

INTRODUCTION

DR .  PETER BRETAN

HOPIN: STAGE

KEYNOTE  SPEAKER

DR .  ANTONIO MOYA ,  DR .  KATRINA HEYRANA ,  IRENE QUILANTANG &

ALEX ADIA

HOPIN: SESSIONS

WORKSHOP  BLOCK :  KALUSUGAN

DR .  CARLOS ORONCE ,  DR .  HAFIFA SIDDIQ ,  DR .  DREW PARK ,  DR .  MARTIN AMOR ,  

DR .  JAN MICHAEL RACOMA ,  DR .  JEREMY SANTIAGO & DR .  EDGARDO FORTUNO III

HOPIN: SESSIONS

WORKSHOP  BLOCK :  PAROROONAN

MEDITATION AND WELLNESS WORKSHOP LED BY SALAMAT YOGA & VARIOUS

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS

HOPIN: SESSIONS AND EXPO

WELLNESS  BREAK  +  CHAIR  YOGA  WITH  SALAMAT  YOGA  &

EXPO  COMMUNITY  ORGANIZATION  PRESENTATION

DR .  JASMIN REYES-MONCADA

HOPIN: SESSIONS

WORKSHOP  BLOCK :  COMMUNITY  BUILDING

VARIOUS

HOPIN: SESSIONS

BAGONG  LANDAS  SESSION  2 :  PAVING  NEW  PATHS  IN

PUBLIC  HEALTH

ROBERT BUCAYU ,  DR .  ANTONIO MOYA ,  DR .  ANGELICO RAZON ,

JAIRA MENDOZA & KATHERINE CHUA

HOPIN: STAGE

CLOSING  OF  CONFERENCE
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Join us for opening remarks from the Council of Young Filipinx Americans in Medicine

(CYFAM) co-founders ,  Drs .  Antonio Moya and Angelico Razon ,  and our conference coordinator ,

Robert Bucayu .

ANTONIO  MOYA ,  MD ,  MPH ,  IKO  RAZON ,  MD ,  MPH ,  MSHP  &

ROBERT  BUCAYU ,  MS4 ,  MPH

day 1

Dr .  Dacones will discuss her journey into leadership as a Filipina American and woman of

color .

IMELDA  DACONES ,  MD

The purpose of this event is to have a safe ,  friendly space for pre-medical students to ask

questions and learn from various medical students from different backgrounds about their

journey to medicine

*The Pre-Med Pre-Conference is scheduled to be prior to Day 1 of CYFAM Conference on
Friday, October 9th.

F IL IP INX  STUDENTS  IN  MEDICINE  &  RESEARCH  PANEL

SHEENA  FAYE  GARCIA ,  MERICIEN  VENZON ,  NINA  GUTIERREZ ,  KATE

GALVAN ,  ROMMELL  NOCHE ,  GABY  OBEDOZA ,  DONITA  BARRAMEDA  &

JUSTIN  LOPEZ

PRE -MED  PRE -CONFERENCE  SOCIAL *

PT :  05 :30PM - 06 :30PM | CT :  07 :30PM - 08 :30PM | ET :  08 :30PM - 09 :30PMZOOM

INTRODUCTION  AND  WELCOME

PT :  09 :00AM - 09 :20AM | CT :  11 :00AM - 11 :20AM | ET :  12 :00PM - 12 :20PMZOOM

KEYNOTE  SPEAKER

HOPIN: STAGE PT :  09 :30AM - 10 :15AM | CT :  11 :30AM - 12 :15PM | ET :  12 :30PM - 01 :15PM

MEDICAL  SCHOOL  T IMELINE *

PT :  04 :30PM - 05 :30PM | CT :  06 :30PM - 07 :30PM | ET :  07 :30PM - 08 :30PMZOOM

Learn what you can do to become a standout medical school applicant and set yourself up for

success .  Join The Princeton Review for tips ,  timelines ,  and resources to help you maximize

every aspect of your application .

*The Medical School Timeline is scheduled to be prior to Day 1 of CYFAM Conference on
Friday, October 9th.

MEDICAL  SCHOOL  T IMELINE  PRESENTATION

THE  PRINCETON  REVIEW

PT :  10 :25AM - 11 :15AM | CT :  12 :25PM - 01 :15PM | ET :  01 :25PM - 02 :15PM
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WORKSHOP  BLOCK :  PAGDIRIWANG

HOPIN: SESSIONS 

Dr .  Huerto will discuss structural racism in healthcare ,  the impact of COVID-19 on Filipinx

Americans ,  and structural competency as a potential framework for addressing health

inequities .

STRUCTURAL  RACISM  AND  THE  IMPACT  OF  COVID - 19  ON  F IL IP INX

AMERICANS

RYAN  HUERTO ,  MD ,  MPH ,  MA

WORKSHOP  BLOCK :  KAPWA
HOPIN: SESSIONS PT :  11 :25AM - 12 :15PM | CT :  01 :25PM - 02 :15PM | ET :  02 :25PM - 03 :15PM

PT :  10 :25AM - 11 :15AM | CT :  12 :25PM - 01 :15PM | ET :  01 :25PM - 02 :15PM

The history of FilAm Physicians follow the history of migration of Filipinos to the US .  Recorded

migrations started during the Spanish colonization of the Philippines with the Morro Bay

California landing in 1587 ,  followed by the settlement of “Manilamen” in the bayous of

Louisiana in 1700s ,  and the “pensionados” (government scholars) of the early 1900 ’s .  A wave of

professional migration from the Philippines to the US started in the 1960s to the present and

included doctors and nurses .  Founded in 1972 as an educational ,  scientific ,  and charitable

organization ,  the Association of Philippine Physicians in America continues to empower and

advocate for the FilAm community especially in addressing its health disparities including

COVID-19 .  Today ,  FilAm physicians (composed of US and International graduates) are actively

engaged in their profession and in their communities .

HISTORY  OF  F ILAM  PHYSIC IANS :  FROM  COLONIAL  SUBJECTS  TO

PRODUCTIVE  CIT IZENS

ROMMEL  RIVERA ,  MD

As physicians ,  do you ever wonder “Did parts of myself have to die in order to save others?”

Physician burnout is at an all time high .   From increasing work demands to evolving health

systems ,  many of us feel not only disheartened but defeated .  In this workshop ,  we will explore

how embracing your whole self can lead to a more satisfying career in medicine and

ultimately a more fulfilled life .

HIPPOCRATIC  HOPE :  CELEBRATING  THE  WHOLE  PERSON  BEHIND

YOUR  MEDICAL  DEGREE

JENNIFER  FAGEL ,  DO  &  LAURA  "LO "  CANTU ,  MS3

KAPWA ,  MEDICINE ,  ACTIVISM :  CENTERING  COMMUNITY  IN  OUR

MEDICINE

BERNADETTE  L IM ,  MS

Centering on the value of 'Kapwa ' ,  this session will overview how we as learners and health

practitioners can and must commit to community-centered change that acknowledges the

intersecting histories of Black ,  Brown ,  and Indigenous of our people and our communities .  We

will overview the development of learner-led ,  community-centered grassroots change with

the Freedom Community Clinic and Institute for Healing and Justice in Medicine .  In addition ,

we will overview how creative platforms such as Woke WOC Docs and the Freedom School for

Intersectional Medicine and Health Justice can help bridge academia with community voices .

Using these examples ,  we will workshop how to apply creative and intersectional frameworks

to the issues we witness in our communities .  By the end of this workshop ,  we will individually

and collectively make a commitment to facilitating change for our local communities
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KNL presents a tapestry of dances showcasing seldom seen dances of the Philippines that

honor nature and celebrate with thanksgiving .  We will explore the vibrant cultures of many

regions of the Philippines ,  including Lawin Lawin and Kadal Taho of the Lumad tribes ,  Torayen

and Manmank of northern Luzon ,  Jota Paragua of Intramuros ,  Kalilang of Mindanao ,  and

Maglalatik ,  Minasuan ,  and the popular Tinikling from the provinces of the Philippines .  In

support of health and safety ,  dancers will wear masks .

KAYAMANAN  NG  LAHI  CULTURAL  PERFORMANCE

KAYAMANAN  NG  LAHI  PHIL IPPINE  FOLK  ARTS

Live presentations by Filipinx researchers from a variety of disciplines ,  institutions ,  and levels

of training .  Speakers were selected by field experts amongst all submitted abstracts .  Each

speaker will have 2-3 minutes to present their novel findings and each session will conclude

with an open 10 minute Q & A where conference attendees can ask questions .

BAGONG  LANDAS  SESSION  1 :  PAVING  NEW  PATHS  IN  BASIC  SCIENCE

&  CLINICAL  MEDICINE

VARIOUS

PERFORMANCE  BREAK
HOPIN: SESSIONS PT :  12 :25PM - 01 :10PM | CT :  02 :25PM - 03 :10PM | ET :  03 :25PM - 04 :10PM

RESEARCH  SYMPOSIUM

HOPIN: SESSIONS PT :  01 :20PM - 02 :05PM | CT :  03 :20PM - 04 :05PM | ET :  04 :20PM - 05 :05PM

In this workshop ,  Dr .  Palma will lead attendees in a kwentuhan reflecting on her experiences

from ten years of immigrant health advocacy .  As an Iowa-raised daughter of Filipino

immigrants ,  the places where Dr .  Palma found community were varied and diverse .  In hopes

of fostering kapwa within the CYFAMilia ,  this workshop wishes to cultivate shared meaning

through storytelling at the intersection of advocacy for health equity and addressing health

disparities through the praxis of community health outreach ,  student-run free clinics ,

international public health ,  federally qualified health centers ,  and Filipinx community health . .

SAMPUNG  TAON  NG  SERBISYO :  LESSONS  ON  INTERSECTIONALITY

FROM  A  DECADE  IN  IMMIGRANT  HEALTH  ADVOCACY

MELISSA  PALMA ,  MD .  MPH

Dr .  Roxas will be sharing her personal healing journey of breakdowns and breakthroughs and

the driving questions that guide her to participate in community healthcare activism and

organizing .  She hopes that she will be able to create a moment for rest ,  for self-reflection ,  and

new possibilities in your own journey ,  followed by a Q&A session at the end .

BINHI :  SEEDS  OF  HEALTHCARE  ACTIVISM

NICHOLE  ROXAS ,  MD ,  MPH

PRESENTATION  BY  CYFAM  MENTORSHIP  COMMITTEE  &

INTRODUCTION  OF  PAMILYA  HEADS

MARYCON  CHIN  J IRO ,  MS2 ,  PHIL IPPE  LABRIAS ,  MS4 ,  SOPHIA  ANNE

MARIE  B .  VILLANUEVA  &  CYFAM  PAMILYA  HEADS

WORKSHOP  BLOCK :  MENTORSHIP

HOPIN: SESSIONS PT :  02 :15PM - 03 :05PM | CT :  04 :15PM - 05 :05PM | ET :  05 :15PM - 06 :05PM
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CYFAM ’s mentorship session will allow medical trainees to hear and learn from their Pamilya

Mentor Head ,  who will be acting as a mentor and resource for their mentorship group .  We are

fortunate to have 24 physician leaders across the United States who have graced us with their

time for this session .  The goal of this mentorship group is to inspire different levels of medical

trainees and expose them to the amazing breadth of work of Filipinx Physician leaders today ,

as well as introduce the pilot of the “CYFAMilyas” where groups of Filipinx-American pre-

meds/med students are grouped with their Pamilya Mentor Head ,  while following along a

year-long programming that includes various topics in mentorship such as navigating

professional and personal goals .  

Closing out and celebrating the end of a remarkable first day of our conference .

ANTONIO  MOYA ,  MD ,  MPH ,  IKO  RAZON ,  MD ,  MPH ,  MSHP  &

ROBERT  BUCAYU ,  MS4 ,  MPH

CYFAM  ZOOM  HAPPY  HOUR  SOCIAL

KRISTEN  AMPIG ,  MS2  &  CLAIRE  PEREZ ,  MS3

Join us for a zoom happy hour on the first night of the CYFAM conference !  We will be playing

games and getting to know fellow Filipinx Americans in medicine around the world !  RSVP on

this link (https : //forms .gle/DcTKGo4z2wzDpFyc7) and you will receive the Zoom link through

email .

CLOSING  OF  DAY  1

HOPIN: STAGE PT :  03 :15PM - 03 :30PM | CT :  05 :15PM - 05 :30PM | ET :  06 :15PM - 06 :30PM

ZOOM  HAPPY  HOUR  SOCIAL

ZOOM PT :  05 :30PM - 06 :30PM | CT :  07 :30PM - 08 :30PM | ET :  08 :30PM - 09 :30PM

day 2

A quick summary of a phenomenal Day 1 of the conference and a brief overview of the Day 2

itinerary .

MELISSA  PALMA ,  MD ,  MPH  &  JASMIN  REYES -MONCADA ,  MD ,  MS ,  MPP

INTRODUCTION

HOPIN: STAGE PT :  09 :00AM - 09 :10AM | CT :  11 :00AM - 11 :10AM | ET :  12 :00PM - 12 :10PM

Dr .  Bretan will discuss his personal journey into leadership as a Filipino American ,

influences and passions .  He will also touch upon navigating the COVID-19 pandemic .

PETER  BRETAN ,  MD

KEYNOTE  SPEAKER

HOPIN: STAGE PT :  09 :20AM - 10 :05AM | CT :  11 :20AM - 12 :05PM | ET :  12 :20PM - 01 :05PM

https://forms.gle/DcTKGo4z2wzDpFyc7
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WORKSHIP  BLOCK :  KALUSUGAN

HOPIN: SESSIONS PT :  10 :15AM - 11 :05AM | CT :  12 :15PM - 01 :05PM | ET :  01 :15PM - 02 :05PM

Cultural and religious norms have greatly restricted conversations around sexual and

reproductive health (SRH) in Filipinx communities .  This silence contributes to high rates of

adolescent pregnancy ,  lower contraceptive uptake ,  and higher risk sexual behaviors .  In this

workshop ,  we will examine SRH practices in the Philippines and review what little is known

about Filipinx SRH in the United States .  A reproductive justice framework helps us situate

these findings within their greater sociopolitical context ,  identifying areas for action and

future research .

F IL IP INX  SEXUAL  HEALTH  THROUGH  A  REPRODUCTIVE  JUSTICE

LENS  

KATRINA  HEYRANA ,  MD ,  PHD

Filipino Americans (FilAms) in Los Angeles make up the largest Filipino community outside of

the Philippines and 2nd largest Asian subgroup in L .A .  County .  FilAms also have higher rates of

stroke ,  high blood pressure ,  and diabetes not only compared to other Asian subgroups but

also to African American and Latino communities .  Little is known about FilAm knowledge and

cultural barriers in accessing acute stroke care .   Using a qualitative descriptive design ,  we

studied knowledge ,  attitudes ,  and health behaviors of the L .A .  FilAm community with regard

to acute stroke care .   This community based participatory research has helped opened up

many more opportunities to work with and serve the Filipino American community in LA

The HIV epidemic in the Philippines has been characterized as one of the fastest growing

epidemics in the world .  The rapid increase in HIV cases in the country is a result of several

factors including misalignment of healthcare priorities and budget in the government ,  limited

healthcare material and human resources to provide HIV-related services ,  and a paucity in

local HIV research to guide the country ’s HIV policy .  

In this presentation we discuss the existing HIV programs in the Philippines ,  the important

role of HIV-focused community-based organizations (CBOs) in helping mitigate the HIV

epidemic ,  and our experience in conducting HIV research and working with CBOs in the

country .  The seminar will conclude with a discussion on the urgency of multi-level and

interdisciplinary stakeholder approach in HIV epidemic response ,  centered on community

engagement .

COMMUNITY  ENGAGEMENT  IN  RESPONSES  TO  THE  HIV  EPIDEMIC  IN

THE  PHIL IPPINES :  LESSONS ,  DIRECTIONS ,  AND  CHANGES  DUE  TO

COVID - 19  

ALEXANDER  C .  ADIA ,  MPH  &  MA .  IRENE  N .  QUILANTANG ,  MA

IMPROVING  COMMUNITY  STROKE  PREPAREDNESS . . .  AND  MORE !

PIL IP INO  AMERICAN  STROKE  INTERVENTION  (PANSIN )  PROJECT  

ANTONIO  MOYA ,  MD ,  MPH  

WORKSHIP  BLOCK :  PAROROONAN

HOPIN: SESSIONS PT :  11 :15AM - 12 :05PM | CT :  01 :15PM - 02 :05PM | ET :  02 :15PM - 03 :05PM

ENTREPRENEURSHIP  IN  MEDICINE

DREW  PARK ,  MD



Attendees will hear from two clinician researchers currently completing their post-doctoral

fellowships .  Each speaker will discuss their career path ,  their motivations in pursuing a

research career ,  the potential opportunities (both in academia and outside) with a research

background ,  and challenges that they have faced along the way .  Other areas that will be

covered include :  identifying mentors ,  summer research opportunities ,  and funding .

EXPLORING  CAREER  PATHS  IN  RESEARCH

CARLOS  ORONCE ,  MD ,  MPH  &  HAFIFA  SIDDIQ  SHABAIK ,  PHD ,  MSN ,  RN

Three IMGs of Philippine heritage tell their stories of making their way through the medical

educational system in the Philippines and then breaking into and flourishing in the US

postgraduate educational landscape .  They share the challenges they faced and the lessons

they learned along the way .  We examine the roles of networking ,  social support ,  paying it

forward and bayanihan in shaping their career prospects and personal lives in the US .

THE  INTERNATIONAL  MEDICAL  GRADUATE  EXPERIENCE :  A  ROUND

TABLE  DISCUSSION  ON  EDUCATIONAL  AND  TRAINING  JOURNEYS

FROM  THE  PHIL IPPINES  TO  THE  UNITED  STATES

MARTIN  AMOR ,  MD ,  JAN  MICHAEL  RACOMA ,  MD ,  JEREMY  SANTIAGO ,  MD  &  

EDWARD  FORTUNO  I I I ,  DO ,  PHD

MODERATED  BY  NICO  CABRERA ,  MD  &  DENISE  SESE ,  MD

WELLNESS  BREAK  +  CHAIR  YOGA  WITH  SALAMAT  YOGA

MARCO  ANTONIO

This light-hearted healthy intermission revitalizes virtual students by improving their mobility ,

posture ,  & energy while doing gentle seated stretches in a chair .  This virtual wellness

experience is catered for all levels of practitioners from beginner to advanced .

COMMUNITY  ORGANIZATION  PRESENTATION

VARIOUS

Various representatives from community organizations present their organization 's mission

and vision for their communities through live and pre-recorded presentations .

PERFORMANCE  &  COMMUNITY  ORG  PRESENTATIONS

HOPIN: SESSIONS 
& HOPIN: EXPO

PT :  12 :15PM - 01 :00PM | CT :  02 :15PM - 03 :00PM | ET :  03 :15PM - 04 :00PM
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The primary objective of this workshop is to describe entrepreneurship opportunities and

resources for medical students and trainees .  Secondary objectives include discussing decision-

making when considering participation in start-ups ,  transferability of start-up skills and

leadership role selection attributes .

WORKSHOP  BLOCK :  COMMUNITY  BUILDING

HOPIN: SESSIONS PT :  01 :10PM - 02 :00PM | CT :  03 :10PM - 04 :00PM | ET :  04 :10PM - 05 :00PM

CYFAM :  LOOKING  AHEAD  TO  OUR  FUTURE

JASMIN  REYES -MONCADA ,  MD ,  MS ,  MPP

Help us create a shared vision for CYFAM 's future !  This is an open discussion that will help

shape our organization .  In this session we will evaluate our inaugural conference and gather

feedback on how to carry our mission to promote leadership among Filipinx American

physicians ,  reinforce the educational pipeline ,  and address health inequity in our community .

We look forward to hearing your values and ideas !
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Live presentations by Filipinx researchers from a variety of disciplines ,  institutions ,  and levels

of training .  Speakers were selected by field experts amongst all submitted abstracts .  Each

speaker will have 2-3 minutes to present their novel findings and each session will conclude

with an open 10 minute Q & A where conference attendees can ask questions .

BAGONG  LANDAS  SESSION  2 :  PAVING  NEW  PATHS  IN  PUBLIC

HEALTH

VARIOUS

ANTONIO  MOYA ,  MD ,  MPH ,  IKO  RAZON ,  MD ,  MPH ,  MSHP  &

ROBERT  BUCAYU ,  MS4 ,  MPH ,  JAIRA  MENDOZA  &  KATHERINE  CHUA

Please join us as we conclude our conference with the Isang Bagsak ("one fall" or "one down"
in Tagalog) and look to the future .  Thank you for joining us at CYFAM 's inaugural conference !

RESEARCH  SYMPOSIUM

HOPIN: SESSIONS PT :  02 :10PM - 02 :55PM | CT :  04 :10PM - 04 :55PM | ET :  05 :10PM - 05 :55PM

CLOSING  OF  CONFERENCE

HOPIN: STAGE PT :  03 :05PM - 03 :20PM | CT :  05 :05PM - 05 :20PM | ET :  6 :05PM - 06 :20PM
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keynote speakers

IMELDA

DACONES ,  MD
As the president and CEO of Northwest

Permanente (NWP) ,  Imelda Dacones ,  MD ,  leads

more than 1 ,700 physicians ,  clinicians ,  and

administrators at the largest independent ,

physician-led ,  and multi-specialty professional

corporation in Oregon and Southwest

Washington .  Together they serve the more than

620 ,000 members of Kaiser Permanente ’s

Northwest Region .  She also serves as chair of the

National Permanente Executive Committee

(NPEC) of The Permanente Federation .

NPEC is the executive leadership team of the

Federation ,  which supports the work of more than

23 ,000 physicians and 80 ,000 care providers and

administrative staff employed across the

Permanente Medical Groups – providing quality

care to over 12 .2 million Kaiser Permanente

members .  Kaiser Permanente is composed of the

Permanente Medical Groups ,  Kaiser Foundation

Health Plan ,  Inc . ,  and Kaiser Foundation

Hospitals .  

During her time with Northwest Permanente ,

she ’s received its once-in-a-career-time NWP

Distinguished Physician Award in 2012 .  Her

colleagues have also nominated and won her the

distinction of a “Top Doc” for 2013 ,  2014 ,  and 2016

in Portland Monthly magazine .  In 2020 ,  she was

named one of Modern Healthcare ’s Top 25

Minority Leaders in health care across the nation .

Dr .  Dacones joined NWP in 1999 as a primary care

physician in internal medicine and became a

hospitalist full time in 2002 .  After five years as

the lead hospitalist for the West Service Area ,  she

became in 2011 the physician leader for the

planning and opening of Kaiser Permanente

Westside Medical Center in Hillsboro ,  Oregon .  She

became the chief of Staff and chief medical

officer when the facility opened in 2013 .  In 2014 ,

Dr .  Dacones transitioned into regional leadership

as NWP ’s regional chief medical officer and

director of Hospital Operations .  In 2015 she was

named CEO and president – the second woman to 

 hold this position since the organization ’s

founding in 1942 .

Dr .  Dacones received her undergraduate

and medical degrees from the University of

Chicago ,  where she also completed her

internship and residency training .  

She currently sits on the foundation board

of Virginia Garcia Memorial Health Center ,

whose mission is to surmount social

barriers to provide high-quality ,

comprehensive ,  and culturally appropriate

primary health care to all community

members of Washington and Yamhill

Counties .  This commitment stems from her

passion to ensure than everyone has access

to affordable and quality health care

regardless of economic or residency status .

Dr .  Dacones also is committed to

innovation in medical education and

nurturing the future generation of

physicians .  She sits on the board of

directors for the inaugural Kaiser

Permanente School of Medicine ,  planned

to open in Pasadena ,  Calif .
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keynote speakers

PETER

BRETAN ,  MD
Urologist and kidney transplant surgeon Peter N .

Bretan ,  Jr . ,  M .D . ,  is CMA ’s 152nd president ,  and

will serve on the CMA Executive Committee in

that role for one year .  Dr .  Bretan is the first

Filipino-American physician to serve as CMA

president .  

“The most important goal ,  not just in this year of

my presidency ,  but always ,  is to take back our

profession by enabling physicians to lead the

struggle to protect ,  expand and make universal

access to  health care for all of our patients in

California , ”  said Dr .  Bretan .  “If we are successful in

this state ,  it will lead the way for sustainable

universal health care for all of America . ”  

Dr .  Bretan practices in Marin ,  Sonoma and Santa

Cruz Counties .  He has served as a CMA trustee

and delegate ,  and is a three-time county medical

society president .  He is the current president of

the California Urological Association and serves as

an adjunct clinical professor at Touro University ,

where he has taught classes in health care policy

for the past 16 years .

 “Faced with a complex and rapidly changing

environment that threatens the foundation of all

medicine ,  especially the doctor-patient

relationship ,  it is more than ever imperative to

educate legislators not only what it takes for

doctors to save lives ,  but also that all lives are

precious ,  not just to the families they are part of ,

but to society as whole , ”  said Dr .  Bretan .  

Dr .  Bretan is the founder and CEO of Life Plant

International ,  a charitable organization that

furnishes lifesaving transplants in developing

countries ,  for which he was recognized by the

AMA with the Benjamin Rush Award for

Citizenship and Community Service .  Dr .  Bretan

has also provided care around the world on

medical missions .  

“I grew up as a child farm laborer ,  and I

know what it is to be without adequate

health care .  My greatest motivation is in

service to give back to society for my good

fortune , ”  said Dr .  Bretan .

 Dr .  Bretan earned his Bachelor of Science

degree in physiology from University of

California ,  Berkeley and his medical degree

from the University of California ,  San

Francisco ,  where he completed residencies

in general surgery and urology ,  as well as a

fellowship in radiology .  He also completed

a fellowship at The Cleveland Clinic

Foundation in transplantation and

renovascular surgery .
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performers

Kayamanan Ng Lahi is a folk arts

and family-oriented organization

that provides opportunities for

our members and audiences to

learn and experience the richness

and diversity of Philippine culture

through dance ,  music ,  and song .

For over three decades ,  the group

has proudly continued its

discovery of ,  and building bridges

between ,  their lives in America

and their ancestral home in the

Philippines with a deep

appreciation of heritage ,  with

purposeful intention and honor .

KAYAMANAN  NG  LAHI

As an LA native with a background

in breakdancing and mixed

martial arts ,  Marco first began

practicing yoga & mindfulness to

alleviate stress from a corporate

design job at Disney .  Today ,  he 's a

Lululemon ambassador who

teaches virtually for local

universities & hosts immersive

pop-up experiences all over LA .

His brand Salamat Yoga focuses

on bridging the gap of yoga by

encouraging diversity &

eliminating the stereotypes to

create a good vibe experience for

the masses .

MARCO  ANTONIO  OF  SALAMAT  YOGA
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workshop presenters

Alexander Adia (he/him) is a co-founder of PHIRST and is currently an affiliated

researcher based out of New York ,  NY .  His research in the Philippines focuses

on the intersection of HIV ,  law ,  and policy ,  while his research among Filipino

Americans focuses on health policy ,  data aggregation ,  and health services .  His

work affiliated with PHIRST has received recognition from Brown Graduate

School and the APHA 's Asian & Pacific Islander Caucus .

ALEXANDER  C .  ADIA ,  MPH

Martin graduated from the University of the Philippines College of Medicine in

2009 .  He came to New Jersey in 2012 on a J-1 visa and completed his Internal

Medicine residency training at Monmouth Medical Center ,  and became Chief

Medical Resident his senior year .  He then went to North Shore University

Hospital in Manhasset ,  New York ,  for his Cardiovascular Disease fellowship .  He

did a second fellowship in Critical Care Medicine at the Mount Sinai Hospital

in New York City .  Following 7 years of postgraduate training under a J-1 visa ,  he

is currently on an academic J-1 waiver in the field of Critical Care Cardiology at

UAB Hospital in Birmingham ,  Alabama .

DR .  MARTIN  AMOR ,  MD

Nico graduated from the University of the Philippines College of Medicine .  He

first came to Chicago on a J-1 visa for Internal Medicine residency at Cook

County where he was a Chief Medical Resident before doing Infectious Disease

fellowship at the University of Texas Health Science Center and MD Anderson

Cancer Center in Houston .  Now PGY-7 ,  he is a Transplant Infectious Disease

fellow at Stanford University in Palo Alto ,  California .

DR .  NICO  CABRERA ,  MD

Laura “Lo” Cantu is a third-year medical student at the Frank H .  Netter MD

School of Medicine at Quinnipiac University .  She strives to build

compassionate communities through medicine and community education .

Working with Dr .  Listy Thomas ,  associate professor of medical sciences ,  she

researches critical incident stress interventions for inter-professional use in

acute care settings .  Through her service as a peer advocate ,  she helps other

medical students reduce their stress through peer support wellness initiatives .

Cantu is a first-generation Mexican-Filipina American and first-generation

college graduate ,  with a BS in biological sciences from the University of

California ,  Davis .  She finds balance from her studies by playing disc golf with

her toddler ,  partner ,  and dog .

LAURA  "LO "  CANTU ,  MS3
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Dr .  Fagel is an Internist and Physician Coach .   She completed her

undergraduate studies at Georgetown University then proceeded to Lake Erie

College of Osteopathic Medicine ,  graduating in 2013 .   She completed her

Internal Medicine residency at Christiana Care Health System in Delaware

where she stayed on as an Attending Hospitalist for 2 years .  She is currently a

physician coach for medical students and young physicians through her

business Life Reclaimed ,  LLC whose mission is to champion the whole person

behind our medical degrees .  She lives in NJ with her husband ,  an orthopedic

surgeon ,  and 2 toddler girls .

DR .  JENNIFER  FAGEL ,  DO

Ed grew up in the Philippines ,  and first moved to the USA right after college to

do graduate work at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center

where he earned his PhD in Biomedical Sciences (Genetics and Developmental

Biology) in 2003 .  After a postdoctoral research fellowship in Immunology at

the University of Washington Medical Center ,  he was recruited as a junior

faculty in the Dept of Pediatrics at the University of British Columbia in

Vancouver ,  Canada .  A major life event occurred which prompted Ed to

consider a career in medicine .  After considering medical schools in the

Philippines ,  the Caribbean ,  Canada ,  and the United States ,  he ended up in

New York City where he completed his Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine at

TouroCOM in June 2017 .  This was followed by his Internal Medicine residency

at the Cleveland Clinic (graduated in June 2020) . He is currently a Hospice and

Palliative Medicine fellow at the University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer

Center .

DR .  EDGARDO  FORTUNO  I I I ,  DO ,  PHD

Dr .  Heyrana is an OB/GYN and family planning fellow at LAC+USC in Los

Angeles .  She completed a combined MD/PhD program at Penn State ,  where

she studied structural retrovirology and developed an interest in how

vulnerable populations make complex medical decisions .  During her OB/GYN

residency at the University of Rochester ,  she developed a locally-focused social

determinants of health curriculum incorporating reproductive justice (RJ)

principles into patient care .  She currently provides general OB/GYN care ,

complex contraceptive services ,  and abortion care to patients in LA County .

Her research employs an RJ framework to explore the interplay between

acculturation and the reproductive health needs of different AAPI populations ,

with a focus on Filipinx communities .

DR .  KATRINA  HEYRANA ,  MD ,  PHD

Dr .  Ryan Huerto is a family medicine physician who earned his MA in Urban

Education Policy and Administration from LMU ,  MD from UCSD ,  and MPH from

Harvard .  He completed family medicine residency at UCSF and is currently a

research fellow at the University of Michigan .  His research interests include

workforce diversity ,  structural competency ,  and health equity .

DR .  RYAN  HUERTO ,  MD ,  MPH ,  MA
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Antonio Moya ,  MD MPH is a Board Certified Neurologist and LA County

Department of Health Services Scholar working at Rancho Los Amigos National

Rehabilitation Center .   He completed his neurology residency at New York-

Presbyterian Weill Cornell Medical Center and the Memorial Sloan Kettering

Cancer Center .   Prior to residency ,  he graduated as a PRIME-US Scholar from

the UCSF School of Medicine and also completed his MPH at the Harvard

School of Public Health with a focus on Global Health .   He was awarded a

Fulbright Fellowship in the Philippines before medical school ,  specifically

working on establishing telemedicine stroke care .   Antonio has focused on the

Filipino and Asian Pacific Islander community ,  having served as one of the past

leaders of the UCSF Student-Run Clinic Mabuhay Center and Director of the

UCSF Asian Pacific American Medical Student Association .   Antonio now

partners with the Filipino American Service Group Inc .  (FASGI) ,  having been

awarded multiple community and national grants to leverage media tools to

improve Filipino health behaviors related to non-communicable diseases .

DR .  ANTONIO  MOYA ,  MD ,  MPH

Carlos Irwin A .  Oronce ,  MD ,  MPH is a fellow in the UCLA National Clinician

Scholars Program and a primary care physician at the Greater Los Angeles VA

Healthcare System .  He received his MD and MPH from Tulane University and

completed his residency in internal medicine at the University of Rochester

Medical Center .  His work focuses on the role of the health system in improving

population health ,  advancing health equity ,  and delivering better value in

care .  His research interests include :  (1) examining the relationship between

public spending on the social determinants and community health ,  (2)

understanding the impact of value-based care and payment policy on quality

and outcomes with a focus on vulnerable patients ,  and (3) evaluating

interventions that improve quality and value while reducing disparities for

racial/ethnic minorities and low-income populations .

DR .  CARLOS  ORONCE ,  MD ,  MPH

Bernadette (Bernie) Lim is the founder of the Freedom Community Clinic in

Oakland ,  CA that brings whole-person healing directly to spaces and places

where communities gather and celebrate through integrating the strengths of

ancestral ,  Indigenous ,  and holistic healing with the strengths of Western

medicine .  In addition ,  she is the creator and co-host of the popular podcast

Woke WOC Docs ,  founder of the Freedom School for Intersectional Medicine

and Health Justice ,  and co-founder of the Institute for Healing and Justice in

Medicine .  Currently ,  she is a 3rd year medical student at UCSF School of

Medicine and recent Masters graduate through the Joint Medical Program ,  a

dual degree program with the UC Berkeley School of Public Health .  Bernie

graduated from Harvard University in 2016 with cum laude honors ,  was a

Fulbright-Nehru Scholar to India ,  and has been honored as a World Policy

Forum Global Solutions ’  Initiative 2020 Young Global Changer ,  U .S .

Department of State Philippines Embassy Filipino Young Leaders Program

Delegate ,  Dalai Lama Fellow ,  and National Minority Quality Forum 40 Under 40

Leaders in Minority Health ,  among many others .

BERNADETTE  L IM ,  MS
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Ma .  Irene Quilantang (she/her) is an Assistant Professor of Psychology and

Behavioral Sciences at the University of the Philippines – Manila .   She is a

member of the Philippine Health Initiative for Research ,  Service ,  and Training

(PHIRST) ,  and is currently pursuing a degree in Global Public Health at Brown

University .  Her research focuses on the intersection of violence against

children ,  mental health ,  and HIV .

MA .  IRENE  N .  QUILANTANG ,  MA

Jasmin Reyes Moncada ,  MD MS MPP is an OB/GYN chief resident (PGY-4) at the

University of Hawaii .  She earned her bachelor 's degree from UC Berkeley ,

Masters of Science from San Francisco State University ,  Masters of Public

Policy from UCLA Luskin School of Public Policy ,  and medical degree from

David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA  through PRIME-LA .  Her hometown is

Carson ,  CA .   She loves being at the University of Hawaii for her residency

because it is an academic program with a community feel .  UH attendings staff ,

local FQHCs and the program foster a strong spirit of social justice .  Within 10

minutes from her home ,  she can be watching the sunset at the beach with her

3-year-old son and husband after a long day at work .

DR .  JASMIN  REYES -MONCADA ,  MD ,  MS ,  MPP

Jan grew up in New Jersey returned to the Philippines after college where he

managed the family business before pursuing medical school .   He graduated

from the University of Santo Tomas Faculty of Medicine and Surgery in 2015 .  

 He is currently an Internal Medicine PGY-3 resident at John H .  Stroger Jr .

Hospital of Cook County in Chicago ,  Illinois .   He will be a Chief Medical

Resident for 2021-2022 and plans to continue working as a Hospitalist after his

chief year .

DR .  JAN  MICHAEL  RACOMA ,  MD

Drew is a fourth-year psychiatry resident at UC Irvine Health with plans to start

an internal medicine residency at the beginning of the next academic year .  His

experience in start-ups include Q-Cigarettes ,  Inc . ,  a smoking cessation device

and mobile app company which exited in 2016 .  Other distinctions include first

place finishes in the Wake Forest University Retail & Health Innovation

Challenge sponsored by CVS Health in 2014 and UC Irvine New Venture

Competition ,  Business Products and Services Track in 2020 .

DR .  DREW  PARK ,  MD

Melissa Lorien Razon Palma ,  MD ,  MPH (she/her/hers)  is an Iowa-raised

daughter of Filipino immigrants .  She graduated with degrees in biochemistry

and medicine from the University of Iowa and began her career dedicated to

the health of underserved populations .  Dr .  Palma was a Family Medicine

resident at the Greater Lawrence Family Health Center in Lawrence ,

Massachusetts prior to training in Preventive Medicine at Cook County Health

in Chicago ,  IL ,  one of the oldest and largest safety-net health systems in the

US .  She also serves as a board member of FYLPRO ,  a leadership program

affiliated with the Philippine Embassy in Washington DC and the Ayala

Foundation ,  Inc .  Her academic interests include immigrant and refugee health ,

advocacy for health equity and addressing health disparities ,  and mentorship

of underrepresented students in medicine .

DR .  MELISSA  PALMA ,  MD ,  MPH
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Nichole Roxas is a Filipinx American Ate raised in Bergenfield ,  NJ ,  now living in

New Haven ,  CT ,  doing psychiatry residency at Yale .  Many of her loved ones are

survivors with mental health histories .  It is an honor to heal together through

the years .  Yet ,  working within our healthcare institutions demands reckoning

with how systemically we harm and isolate people ,  so she reflects on what it

means to be a healer in community and reimagines healing rooted in

collective power through activism ,  kindness ,  and revolutionary love towards

each other and ourselves .

DR .  NICHOLE  ROXAS ,  MD ,  MPH

Jeremy was born in a small town in Bulacan and moved to the US when he

was 9 years old .  He returned to the Philippines for medical school at the

University of Santo Tomas Faculty of Medicine and Surgery .  He did Internal

Medicine residency at Sinai Hospital in Baltimore ,  Maryland ,  and is now a

hospitalist at Providence Hospital ,  Texas .  He misses Mang Inasal .

DR .  JEREMY  SANTIAGO ,  MD

Denise graduated from the University of the Philippines College of Medicine .

She came to Ohio on a J-1 visa and completed her Internal Medicine residency

at Cleveland Clinic Akron General where she did an extra year as their Chief

Medical Resident .  She is finishing her Pulmonary and Critical Care Fellowship

at the Cleveland Clinic Foundation in Cleveland ,  Ohio .

DR .  DENISE  SESE ,  MD

Dr .  Hafifa Siddiq is a Postdoctoral Fellow at the UCLA National Clinician

Scholars Program and doctorate-prepared Registered Nurse (RN) . She has a

clinical background in inpatient psychiatric nursing and integrated behavioral

health in a safety net clinic setting .  She is broadly interested in research on

mental health and promoting health equity among immigrant and vulnerable

populations .  Dr .  Siddiq is particularly interested in community-centered

approaches to improving the long-term health and psychosocial wellbeing of

refugees in the post-resettlement setting .  She received her Masters in Nursing

at Charles R .  Drew University and obtained her doctorate degree at the UCLA

School of Nursing .

DR .  HAFIFA  SIDDIQ  SHABAIK ,  PHD ,  MSN ,  RN

Dr .  Rommel Rivera is the President of the Association of Philippine Physicians

in America (APPA) ,  the national organization of FilAm Physicians .  He is

currently the Medical Director of the Acute In-Patient Psychiatric Unit of

Crozer Chester Medical Center in Chester ,  Pennsylvania ,  and the owner and

principal psychiatrist of a private medical practice in Philadelphia .  He holds

faculty positions at the Drexel University College of Medicine ,  Temple

University School of Medicine ,  and the Philadelphia College of Osteopathic

Medicine .  He is instrumental in putting together the on-going educational

series ,  FilAm Health Forum on COVID-19 (10 online episodes to this date) ,

which has national and international audiences .  He holds leadership positions

in many organizations  including :  the National Federation of Filipino American

Associations (NaFFAA) ,  Philippine American Chamber of Commerce of Greater

Philadelphia ,  and the Order of the Knights of Rizal .

DR .  ROMMEL  RIVERA ,  MD
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research presenters

Medical Student at California Northstate University ,  College of Medicine

ED Acuity in Patients with Respiratory Complaint During the COVID-19
Pandemic: A Single-center Experience

MICHAEL  ANTHONY  ABALA

Masters Student at Brown University Philippine Health Initiative

Disaggregating Health Conditions, Outcomes, and Service Access &
Implications for COVID-19 Among Filipino Adults in California, 2011-2017*

ALEXANDER  ADIA

University of California ,  San Francisco

PilAm Go4Health: A Feasible Effective Diabetes Prevention Program for
Filipinos with Type 2 Diabetes*

DR .  MELINDA  SARMIENTO  BENDER ,  PHD

Masters Student at University of California ,  San Francisco

Understanding Young Adult Poly-Tobacco Users’ Perceptions of “E-
cigarette, or Vaping, Product Use-Associated Lung Injury” (EVALI) in
California*

ALYSSA  BERCASIO

Medical Student at University of California ,  San Diego ,  School of Medicine

Comparing Conscious Sedation Modalities for Closed Reduction of
Traumatic Native Hip Dislocations

DALE  BONGBONG

Medical Student at Frank H .  Netter MD School of Medicine

Baseline Well-being, Perceptions of Critical Incidents, and Openness to
Debriefing in Community Hospital Emergency Department Clinical Staff
Before COVID-19, a Cross-Sectional Study

LAURA  "LO "  CANTU

*Study indicated is applicable to Filipinx health and/or health disparities

Medical Student at California Northstate University College of Medicine

Role of Sirtuin 3 in Adipogenesis and the Insulin Cell Signaling Pathway*

SABRINA  CHRISTENSEN
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Medical Student at Drexel University College of Medicine

Permanent pacemaker placement for the treatment of deglutition
syncope

KRIST INE  CUEVA

ABC 's for Global Health

Bridging the Gap: Determining Social Determinants of Health in a Mobile
Clinic Approach*

DR .  ARTHUR  GALLO ,  MD

Undergraduate/Pre-Medical at University of California ,  Los Angeles

Understanding Cultural and Knowledge Barriers to Acute Stroke Care in
the Los Angeles Filipino American Community*

VINCENT  GROSPE

Medical Student at University of California ,  San Francisco

Impact of Gentrification on Asthma Visits to the Emergency Department*

LAURENCE  HENSON

Medical Student and MS candidate at University of California ,  Berkeley -

University of California ,  San Francisco Joint Medical Program

Eye Care Knowledge, Attitudes, and Health Seeking Practices among
aging Filipino-Americans in the San Francisco Bay Area*

MARYCON  CHIN  J IRO

Masters Student at California State University ,  San Marcos

Assessing the Role of Splicing in Transcription-Associated Mutagenesis

CEDRIC  LANSANGAN

*Study indicated is applicable to Filipinx health and/or health disparities .

Attending at Lake Erie College of Osteopathic Medicine

Providing Culturally Competent Care for COVID-19 ICU Delirium: A Case
Report and Review*

DR .  CHRIST INE  LOMIGUEN ,  MD
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Undergraduate/Pre-Medical Student at University of California ,  Davis

The Role of Collagen Composition and Orientation in Lateral Force
Transmission with Aging*

JED  KEENAN  L .  OBRA

Undergraduate/Pre-Medical at University of Pennsylvania

Cinnamomum verum and its Effects on the Visual Motor Speed*

ANNA  PATTERSON

Medical Student at Charles R .  Drew University of Medicine and Science/David

Geffen School of Medicine at University of California ,  Los Angeles

An Assessment of Patient Navigator Program Strategies and Their Effects
on the Social Determinants of Health and Health Outcomes of Patients
with Type II Diabetes

RASLYN  PRESTON

Masters Student at University of California ,  San Francisco

Post-Yolanda: Ibasho Philippines and its Effect on Geriatric Social Capital
in Ormoc City*

AGUSTIN  TONGSON

MD/PhD Student at New York University Grossman School of Medicine

Investigating the impact of the gut microbiota on intestinal helminth
pathogenesis to identify novel treatment strategies*

MERICIEN  VENZON

*Study indicated is applicable to Filipinx health and/or health disparities .

Medical Student at Medical College of Wisconsin

Assessing the Feasibility and Acceptability of a Teledermatology Platform
in Tanzania

MEGAN  YEE

PhD Student at NYU Langone Health ,  Institute for Computational Medicine

Bridging single-cell and spatial ‘omics for a multi-layered characterization
of the tumor microenvironment

REUBEN  MONCADA



Neonatal-Perinatal Medicine Fellow, Year 2

Justine is a Filipino-American doctor with an MBA originally from Los Angeles who has

also spent portions of her life in Guam ,  Manila (where she attended Ateneo de Manila

University for college and Ateneo School of Medicine and Public Health for medical

school) ,  New Jersey for pediatric residency ,  and now Florida for her Neonatal-Perinatal

Fellowship at Johns Hopkins All Children 's Hospital .  Living in both the developed and

developing world has given her a unique perspective on society ,  culture ,  language ,

communication ,  economics ,  and public health issues .

DR .  JUSTINE  ALIM ,  MD ,  MBA

DR .  CONSUELO  CAGANDE ,  MD

Professor & the Chair of Pediatrics at the Children’s Hospital at Montefiore
(CHAM) and the Albert Einstein School of Medicine in the Bronx, NY

Michael D .  Cabana ,  MD ,  MPH is a Professor & the Chair of Pediatrics at the Children ’s

Hospital at Montefiore (CHAM) and the Albert Einstein School of Medicine in the Bronx ,

NY .  He is a general pediatrician and trained at Johns Hopkins .  He previously was on

faculty at the University of Michigan and the University of California ,  San Francisco .   His

research focuses on clinical trials and health services research for common pediatric

conditions ,  such as colic ,  eczema and asthma .

Nico is a graduate of the University of the Philippines College of Medicine .  He came to

the US for Internal Medicine residency at John H .  Stroger Hospital of Cook County in

Chicago where he was chief resident .  He did fellowship training in Infectious Disease

in the Immunocompromised Track of University of Texas jointly with MD Anderson

Cancer Center in Houston .  He is now a fellow in Immunocompromised Host/Transplant

Infectious Disease in Stanford University .

DR .  NICOLO  CABRERA ,  MD

Division Chief of Community Care and Wellness at CHOP, Senior Association
Program Director Child & Adolescent Psychiatry at CHOP, Adjunct Clinical
Associate Professor of Psychiatry at Cooper Medical School of Rowan University

Dr .  Cagande earned her degree in Bachelor Arts from Rutgers University ,  in New

Brunswick ,  NJ and her medical degree from Cebu Institute of Medicine ,  in Cebu ,

Philippines .  She was a Psychiatry Residency Training Director for 12 years ,  a Psychiatry

Course and Clerkship Director at Cooper Medical School of Rowan University ,  an

invited speaker nationally and internationally ,  published articles ,  authored book

chapters ,  and editor of a textbook on Positive Psychiatry ,  Psychology and

Psychotherapy .
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CYFAm pamilya heads

Program Director

Dr .  Christine Acob graduated from the University of Santo Tomas Faculty of Medicine

and Surgery in the Philippines .  A proud alum of this program ,  she started as an intern

at the old Cook County Hospital and became a Chief Medical Residents at the

inception of the Firm System .  She practiced in the General Medicine Clinic for 10 years

before joining the Division of Hospital Medicine in 2007 .   She was the Firm A Associate

Firm Chief for 13 years and mentored generations of residents in this role before

becoming the Associate Program Director in 2012 .

DR .  CHRIST INE  ACOB ,  MD ,  FACP

DR .  MICHAEL  D .  CABANA ,  MD ,  MPH
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Geriatrician and Palliative Care Physician
DR .  TESSA  DEL  CARMEN ,  MD

DR .  JEFFREY  DELA  CRUZ ,  MD

DR .  KATHLEEN  PEREZ  DELA  CRUZ ,  MD

DR .  JENNIFER  FAGEL ,  DO
Internist, Founder/Physician Coach at Life Reclaimed

Dr .  Fagel is an Internist and Physician Coach .  She completed her undergraduate

studies at Georgetown University then proceeded to Lake Erie College of Osteopathic

Medicine ,  graduating in 2013 .   She completed her Internal Medicine Residency at

Christiana Care Health System in Delaware where she stayed on as an Attending

Hospitalist for 2 years .   She is currently a physician coach for medical students and

young physicians through her business Life Reclaimed whose mission is to champion

the whole person behind our medical degrees .

Associate Professor, Harvard Medical School; Principal Research Scientist, MIT

As clinical research director and principal research scientist at the MIT Laboratory for

Computational Physiology (LCP) ,  and as a practicing intensive care unit (ICU) physician

at the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center (BIDMC) ,  Leo brings together clinicians

and data scientists to support research using data routinely collected in the process of

care .  His group built and maintains the publicly-available Medical Information Mart for

Intensive Care (MIMIC) database and the Philips-MIT eICU Collaborative Research

Database ,  with more than 15 ,000 users from around the world .

DR .  LEO  ANTHONY  CELI ,  MD ,  MS ,  MPH

Stanford University, Clinical Professor of Medicine; Educators for CARE faculty

Julieta Gabiola ,  MD ,  FACP is a Clinical Professor of Medicine at Stanford University and

the founder of ABC ’s for Global Health ,  a non-profit organization with a vision to

provide health care access in underserved population of the world to help mitigate

health disparity .  Her expertise is in clinical medicine and translation of science into

practical solutions to help people improve their health and productivity .  Her focus the

last decade has been on teaching both young students map their life trajectory and

the public on lifestyle modification to prevent chronic diseases .  She has done 10 years

of yearly medical missions to the Philippines connecting with communities to

understand their culture ,  beliefs ,  attitudes and gaps in health care .

DR .  JUL IETA  GABIOLA ,  MD ,  FACP
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DR .  KATRINA  HEYRANA ,  MD ,  PHD

Dr .  Heyrana is an OB/GYN and family planning fellow at LAC+USC in Los Angeles .  She

completed a combined MD/PhD program at Penn State ,  where she studied structural

retrovirology and developed an interest in how vulnerable populations make complex

medical decisions .  During her OB/GYN residency at the University of Rochester ,  she

developed a locally-focused social determinants of health curriculum incorporating

reproductive justice (RJ) principles into patient care .  She currently provides general

OB/GYN care ,  complex contraceptive services ,  and abortion care to patients in LA

County .

Instructor, Advanced Heart Failure & Transplant Cardiology, UCLA Health

Dr .  Hsu received both his bachelor ’s and master ’s degree at MIT ,  with a double major

in Mechanical Engineering and Biology and a Masters of Engineering in Biomedical

Engineering .  He attended medical school at the David Geffen School of Medicine at

UCLA ,  where he was deeply involved with the Filipino Americans in Medicine (FAIM)

and Asian Pacific American Medical Student Association (APAMSA) .  He received his

Internal Medicine residency training at UCSF Medical Center .  He completed his

General Cardiology and Advanced Heart Failure/Transplant fellowships at UCLA

Medical Center ,  where he served as Chief Fellow .  As a fellow in the UCLA STAR

Program ,  he received his Ph .D .  in the UCLA Molecular Cellular & Integrative Physiology

(MCIP) department ,  in which he led several projects focused on molecular imaging of

cardiovascular development and disease .

DR .  JEFFREY  J .  HSU ,  MD ,  PHD

Assistant Dean of Clinical Education, Director of OB/GYN Medical Student
Education

Dr .  Cecilia Gambala received her Bachelor of Science in Cell and Molecular Biology and

Bachelor of Arts from H .  Sophie Newcomb College of Tulane University .  She also

earned a Masters of Science in Public Health and a Medical Degree from Tulane .  She

subsequently completed her Obstetrics & Gynecology Residency and Maternal Fetal

Medicine Fellowship in Chicago at the University of Illinois .   She returned to Tulane

University Medical School to begin her academic career and currently acts as Assistant

Dean for Clinical Education and Director of Medical Student Education in OB/GYN .  Dr .

Gambala is passionate about helping students develop their medical professional

identity while keeping their love for medicine and their personal role in patient care as

key components in their journey .

DR .  CECIL IA  GAMBALA ,  MD ,  MSPH

Associate Professor of  Clinical Pediatrics and Preventive Medicine

Dr .  Joyce R .  Javier is an Associate Professor of Clinical Pediatrics at Children 's Hospital

Los Angeles ,  Keck School of Medicine at the University of Southern California and an

Attending Physician at AltaMed General Pediatrics .   She is a general pediatrician and

physician scientist whose research over the past 18 years has focused on addressing

health disparities among minority immigrant populations .    Her most recent studies

focus on recruitment of Filipino families in randomized controlled trials and using

community partnered participatory research to decrease mental health stigma and

prevent adolescent depression and suicide among Filipino youth by partnering with

parents and community stakeholders to implement and evaluate evidence-based

parenting interventions .

DR .  JOYCE  R .  JAVIER ,  MD ,  MPH ,  MS ,  FAAP
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Fellow, UCLA National Clinician Scholars Program

Carlos Irwin A .  Oronce ,  MD ,  MPH is a fellow in the UCLA National Clinician Scholars

Program and a primary care physician at the Greater Los Angeles VA Healthcare

System .  He received his MD and MPH from Tulane University and completed his

residency in internal medicine at the University of Rochester Medical Center .  His

research interests include :  (1) examining the relationship between public spending on

the social determinants and community health ,  (2) understanding the impact of value-

based care and payment policy on quality and outcomes with a focus on vulnerable

patients ,  and (3) evaluating interventions that improve quality and value while

reducing disparities for racial/ethnic minorities and low-income populations .

DR .  CARLOS  ORONCE ,  MD ,  MPH

Melissa Palma ,  MD ,  MPH is an Iowa-raised daughter of Filipino immigrants .  She

graduated with degrees in biochemistry and medicine from the University of Iowa and

began her career dedicated to the health of underserved populations .  Dr .  Palma was a

Family Medicine resident at the Greater Lawrence Family Health Center in Lawrence ,

Massachusetts prior to training in Preventive Medicine  at Cook County Health in

Chicago ,  IL ,  one of the oldest and largest safety-net health systems in the US .  She

graduated with a Masters of Public Health from Northwestern University in June 2020

and serves on the Organization of Resident Representatives for the American

Association of Medical Colleges .

DR .  MELISSA  PALMA ,  MD ,  MPH

DR .  ANTONIO  MOYA ,  MD ,  MPH
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Neurology at Keck School of Medicine of USC and
Board Certified Neurologist focusing on underresourced communities and
teleneurology

Antonio Moya ,  MD ,  MPH is a Board Certified Neurologist and LA County Department of

Health Services Scholar working at Rancho Los Amigos National Rehabilitation Center .

He completed his neurology residency at New York-Presbyterian Weill Cornell Medical

Center and the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center .   Prior to residency ,  he

graduated as a PRIME-US Scholar from the UCSF School of Medicine and also

completed his MPH at the Harvard School of Public Health with a focus on Global

Health .   He was awarded a Fulbright Fellowship in the Philippines before medical

school ,  specifically working on establishing telemedicine stroke care .  Antonio now

partners with the Filipino American Service Group Inc .  (FASGI) ,  having been awarded

multiple community and national grants to leverage media tools to improve Filipino

health behaviors related to non-communicable diseases .

DR .  SCARLET  MCCLURE ,  MD
Physician, My Care My Home program; Medical Director Home Health and
Hospice, Napa Solano Kaiser

Dr .  McClure grew up in Hayward ,  CA - the first physician in a family full of nurses .  After

obtaining her BA in Integrative Biology at Cal ,  and her MD at the Keck School of

Medicine at USC ,  she completed an Internal Medicine residency at Valley Medical

Center in San Jose .   An additional year as chief resident allowed her a crash course in

teaching and hospital administration .  She then spent the next ten years in Primary

Care at Kaiser Vallejo ,  drawn to the diverse population and proximity to the East Bay .  

 In 2017 ,  she pivoted to Geriatrics ,  doing home visits for homebound elderly and

hospice patients ,  and treating patients in local nursing homes .   
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DR .  ROMMEL  RIVERA ,  MD
President of the Association of Philippine Physicians in America

Dr .  Rommel Rivera is the President of the Association of Philippine Physicians in

America (APPA) ,  the national organization of FilAm Physicians .  He holds leadership

positions in many organizations  including :  the National Federation of Filipino

American Associations (NaFFAA) ,  Philippine American Chamber of Commerce of

Greater Philadelphia ,  and the Order of the Knights of Rizal .  He has over 20 years

leadership experience in community ,  business ,  and medical organizations .  

Assistant Clinical Professor, UCSF Department of Pediatrics, Division of Allergy,
Immunology, and BMT

Lauren Sanchez grew up in a predominantly Filipino-American community in the San

Francisco Bay Area .  She earned her medical degree from the UCLA David Geffen

School of Medicine and was also a fellow in the Clinical Research Training Program at

the NIH ,  where her work focused on the natural history of a newly described primary

immunodeficiency disease (PIDD) .  She completed her residency in Pediatrics at the

Children ’s Hospital of Philadelphia and fellowship in Allergy and Immunology at UCSF

in 2018 .  Currently ,  Dr .  Sanchez is an Assistant Clinical Professor at UCSF Benioff

Children ’s Hospital (BCH) in the Division of Pediatric Allergy ,  Immunology ,  and BMT .  

DR .  LAUREN  SANCHEZ ,  MD ,  MA

Nichole Roxas is a Filipinx American Ate raised in Bergenfield ,  NJ ,  now living in New

Haven ,  CT ,  doing psychiatry residency at Yale .  Many of her loved ones are survivors with

mental health histories .  It is an honor to heal together through the years .  Yet ,  working

within our healthcare institutions demands reckoning with how systemically we harm

and isolate people ,  so she reflects on what it means to be a healer in community and

reimagines healing rooted in collective power through activism ,  kindness ,  and

revolutionary love towards each other and ourselves .

DR .  NICHOLE  ROXAS ,  MD ,  MPH

General Internist and Pediatrician, Medical Specialist for the COVID Containment
Division of the City of Philidelphia Department of Public Health

Angelico Razon is a post-doctoral fellow in the National Clinician Scholars Program at

the University of Pennsylvania .  His research focuses on transitions of care ,  especially

with how Children and Youth with Special Health Care Needs (CYSHCN) access the

healthcare services as they develop into adults .  After completing his undergraduate

degree at Harvard College ,  he served as the Nonprofit Management Fellow at the

Phillips Brooks House Association ,  a student-run nonprofit organization serving

communities in the Greater Boston Area .  Afterward ,  he attended the David Geffen

School of Medicine at  UCLA through PRIME ,  a dual degree program focused on

leadership in underserved communities .  He pursued a Masters of Public Health in

Healthcare Policy and Management at the Harvard T .H .  Chan School of Public Health .

Dr .  Razon completed Combined Internal Medicine and Pediatrics residency at the

University of Michigan .

DR .  ANGELICO  RAZON ,  MD ,  MPH ,  MSHP

Diplomate in Obesity Medicine and Clinical Lipidology

Dr .  Ramirez is a family physician who will be starting an insurance-based practice in

Las Vegas ,  Nevada .    He graduated from the University of the Philippines College of

Medicine and completed his family medicine residency training in Penn State Milton S

Hershey Medical Center .  He was inducted as a Fellow of the American Academy of

Family Physicians in 2018 and held teaching positions in Brown University Warren S

Alpert School of Medicine and Kent Hospital FM Residency program .   Prior to his

relocation ,  he was employed as a family physician in an FQHC in Rhode Island .   He is

looking forward in mentoring students and collaborating on research topics ,  especially

about lipid disorders and obesity management .

DR .  RICHMOND  RAMIREZ ,  MD ,  FAAFP
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The Program in Medical Education for the

Urban Underserved (PRIME-US) is five-year

track at the UCSF School of Medicine and

the UC Berkeley-UCSF Joint Medical

Program for students committed to working

with urban underserved communities.  The

program is designed to nurture, support and

equip medical students to carry out their

goal of effectively promoting health equity

and providing healthcare to urban

underserved communities.

https://meded.ucsf.edu/prime-us-program

UNIVERSITY  OF  CALIFORNIA ,  SAN  FRANCISCO

PROGRAM  IN  MEDICAL  EDUCATION  FOR  THE

URBAN  UNDERSERVED  (UCSF  PRIME -US )

Mabuhay Credit Union is a division of Nikkei

Credit Union, a progressive, full-service

financial institution providing quality service

to the Japanese American (JA) community

in Southern California since 1951.  

We are always active within our community.

Along with serving our members,

community philanthropy is one of

Mabuhay’s top priorities. Throughout the

year, the credit union makes a strong effort

in helping as many people as possible

through volunteering and charitable

donations.

https://www.nikkeicu.org/how-to-join

MABUHAY  CREDIT  UNION
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a special thank you

ROBERT  BUCAYU

MPH ,  MS4 ,  UCI  PRIME -LC

T IMOTHY  CORPUZ

M1
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ANTONIO  MOYA

MD ,  MPH ,  UCSF  PRIME -US

ANGELICO  RAZON

MD ,  MPH ,  MSHP .  UCLA  PRIME -LA

CONFERENCE  COORDINATOR  &

HEAD  OF  EVALUATION

COMMITTEE

CO -FOUNDER ,

ENGAGEMENT  &  PUBL IC ITY

COMMITTEES  MENTOR

CO -FOUNDER ,  EVALUATION  &

GRANT  WRIT ING

COMMITTEES  MENTOR

MELISSA  PALMA

MD ,  MPH

JASMIN  REYES -MONCADA

MD ,  MS ,  MPP

NEIL  WINGKUN

MD ,  MPH

PROGRAM  &  RESEARCH

COMMITTEES  MENTOR

WORKSHOP  COMMITTEE

MENTOR

MENTORSHIP  COMMITTEE

MENTOR

JANE  DATINGUINOO

O -MSI I

ROMMELL  NOCHE

MS1

HEAD  OF  EXHIB IT ION

COMMITTEE

HEAD  OF  ENGAGEMENT

COMMITTEE

CO -HEAD  OF  GRANT

WRIT ING  COMMITTEE



a special thank you

ALLEN  SIAPNO

MS3

NINA  GUTIERREZ

MS1
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KAREN  ANNE  O 'LACO

MS4

PHIL IPPE  LABRIAS

MS4

HEAD  OF  LOGIST ICS

COMMITTEE

CO -HEAD  OF

MENTORSHIP  COMMITTEE

SOPHIA  ANNE  MARIE  B .

VILLANUEVA

PRE -MEDICAL

JAIRA  MENDOZA

PRE -MEDICAL

DIANNE  LUMAQUIN

GS3

HEAD  OF  PROGARAM

COMMITTEE

CO -HEAD  OF  PUBL IC ITY

COMMITTEE

MERIC IEN  VENZON

GS3

KRISTEN  AMPIG

MS2

CO -HEAD  OF  PUBL IC ITY

COMMITTEE

HEAD  OF  RESEARCH

COMMITTEE

HEAD  OF  SOCIAL

COMMITTEE

CO -HEAD  OF  GRANT  WRIT ING

COMMITTEE  &  LOGIST ICS

COMMITTEE  MEMBER

CO -HEAD  OF

MENTORSHIP  COMMITTEE



a special thank you

VINCENT  GROSPE  

PRE -MEDICAL

ASHLEY  GABRIELLE

PINEDA

MPH ,  PRE -MEDICAL
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NEEKU  SALEHI

UNDERGRADUATE

NEILLE  JOHN  APOSTOL

PRE -MEDICAL

KATRINA  ORIZONTE

PRE -MEDICAL

NATASHA  ABADILLA

MS4

HEAD  OF  WORKSHOP

COMMITTEE

ENGAGEMENT

COMMITTEE  MEMBER

ANGELA  ARATA

MS1

DONITA  BARRAMEDA

MS3

EVALUATION

COMMITTEE  MEMBER

EXHIB IT ION  &  RESEARCH

COMMITTEES  MEMBER

EXHIB IT ION

COMMITTEE  MEMBER

WEBSITE  DESIGNER ,

CONSULTANT  &  PUBL IC ITY

COMMITTEE  MEMBER

LOGO  DESIGN

RUSSYAN  MARK  MABEZA

MS3

ENGAGEMENT

COMMITTEE  MEMBER

EVALUATION

COMMITTEE  MEMBER



a special thank you

JJ  NARIO

MS4

IR INA  ADAO

MS1
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GABY  OBEDOZA

MS2

GERALD  CORONADO

MS2

STEPHANIE  ALGENIO -ANCIRO

MS4

GIANNA  APODERADO

PRE -MEDICAL

GRANT  WRIT ING

COMMITTEE  MEMBER

LOGIST ICS

COMMITTEE  MEMBER

KATHERINE  CHUA

PRE -MEDICAL

GRASCHELLE  HIPOLITO

PRE -MEDICAL

PROGRAM

COMMITTEE  MEMBER

PROGRAM

COMMITTEE  MEMBER

PROGRAM

COMMITTEE  MEMBER

GRANT  WRIT ING

COMMITTEE  MEMBER

GRANT  WRIT ING

COMMITTEE  MEMBER

LEMUEL  VINCE  RIVERA

MS2 ,  UCSF  PRIME  SJV

GRANT  WRIT ING  &  WORKSHOP

COMMITTEES  MEMBER

LOGIST ICS

COMMITTEE  MEMBER



a special thank you

RACHEL  CHAU

PRE -MEDICAL

CLAIRE  MARIE  PEREZ

MS3
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GABRIELLE  CUA

PRE -MEDICAL

BRENDEN  GREGORIO

PRE -MEDICAL

ISA  ROSENZWEIG

PRE -MEDICAL

EDGAR  YAP

MS2

PROGRAM

COMMITTEE  MEMBER

RESEARCH

COMMITTEE  MEMBER

MICHAEL  BAYLE

PRE -MEDICAL

MARYCON  CHIN  J IRO

MS2 ,  UC  BERKELEY -UCSF  JOINT

MEDICAL  PROGRAM  PRIME
SOCIAL  COMMITTEE

MEMBER

WORKSHOP

COMMITTEE  MEMBER CONFERENCE  MENTORSHIP

WORKSHOP  COORDINATOR  &

WORKSHOP  COMMITTEE  MEMBER

PUBL IC ITY

COMMITTEE  MEMBER
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